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The Kobelco 7250S is a 250 tonne hydraulic crawler
crane which sits at the top of the company’s range of
medium-sized crawler cranes. In tower configuration
it has a maximum system height of almost 116 metres.
This is a 1:50 scale model is made by Tonkin Replicas.

The model is very well presented,
as in addition to the detailed
assembly manual there are two
brochures about the real crane.
One is a general marketing
brochure about the Kobelco full
line, and the other has load charts
for the 7250S.
Assembly is reasonably
straightforward and in full tower
configuration this is a big model
being around 1.8 metres tall. It is
stable with the boom at a steep
angle but it cannot support it
horizontally and there is not enough
rope on the drums to pose it that
way in any case.
The detail level is very good. The
realistic metal tracks are detachable
and can be used as transport loads.
The cab has mirrors and a protection
guard and there are tiny graphics
which add to an authentic look.
The gantry mast is modelled well
as it folds flat locked in place with
transport clamps, and it can be
bolted into the erected position. The
boom and jib sections are metal and
they have mesh walkways, with
tiny graphics on some parts. They
are straight and the sections are
secured together with black nuts
and bolts. There is internal bracing,
and the sheaves are all metal.
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The parts make good loads

This model maintains the high
standard of detail that Tonkin has
previously put into its Kobelco
crawler crane models. It makes
a great display model, but a few
aspects of the functionality are
limited. However it is flexible in
configuration and overall it is a very
good model.
It is anticipated to cost around
€400 from dealers when it becomes
available in September.
To read the full review of this model
visit www.cranesetc.co.uk
Cranes Ect Model Rating
Packaging (max 10)
Detail (max 30)
Features (max 20)
Quality (max 25)
Price (max 15)

9
28
16
20
11

Overall (max 100)

84%

Detailed cab and superstructure body

Maximum
configuration

Tower with
luffing jib
clipped out
of service

The rope guys have plastic
connectors which are bolted
together, so they look good and the
equaliser resolves any mismatches
in length on the main boom.
The model can be configured
in many ways but it looks best
in tower mode. The luffing jib
assembly works well, and it can be
fully lowered into a position where it
can be clipped to the boom.
Three hooks are supplied; a
headache ball, a 35 tonne block, and
a 70 tonne block, and a beam load
is provided to help tension the ropes
when the model is rigged with the
two hook blocks.

Rigged with boom only
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